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Curiosity Rover Sees Earth from Mars for 1st Time
(Photos)
https://www.space.com/24593-mars-rover-curiosity-sees-earth-photos...
NASA's Mars rover Curiosity has snapped its first photo of Earth from the surface of the
Red Planet, an amazing image that also includes the moon. See the photos here.

Your Home Planet, as Seen From Mars | NASA
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/jpl/earth-and-its-moon-as-seen-from-mars
From the most powerful telescope orbiting Mars comes a new view of Earth and its
moon, showing continent-size detail on the planet and the relative size of the moon.
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What does earth look like from Mars?



How far away is Mars?



How is Mars like Earth?



Pictures of Earth from Mars | Science Mission Directorate
https://science.nasa.gov/.../science-at-nasa/2003/22may_alienearth
NASA's Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft turned away from Mars for a while on May 8th
and took a unique picture of Earth from Mars-orbit.

Wow! Mars Probe Snaps Stunning Photo of Earth and
Moon
https://www.space.com/35252-earth-and-moon-from-mars-photo.html
This view of Earth and its moon combines two images acquired on Nov. 20, 2016, by the
HiRISE camera on NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, with brightness adjusted
separately for Earth and the moon to show details on both bodies.

Curiosity Rover's First Picture of Earth from Mars | NASA
https://www.nasa.gov/jpl/msl/earth-view-from-mars-20140206
Feb 06, 2014 · New images from NASA's Curiosity Mars rover show Earth shining
brighter than any star in the Martian night sky. The rover's view of its original home planet
even includes our moon, just below Earth.

See the Earth and Moon from Mars in New NASA Image |
Time
time.com/4626693/earth-moon-from-mars-nasa-image
The Earth and the moon, as seen from Mars, via a composite image from four sets of
images from the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) camera on
NASAâ€™s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, captured on Nov. 20, 2016.

10 Views of Earth from the Moon, Mars and Beyond [Slide
...

How long is a Mars year?
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https://www.scientificamerican.com/slideshow/earth-from-space
10 Views of Earth from the Moon, Mars and Beyond [Slide Show] For more than 40
years, missions throughout the solar system have sent back stunning images of â€¦

What Does Earth Look like from Mars? - Universe Today
https://www.universetoday.com/14446/photos-of-earth-from-mars
The first orbiter to capture a picture of Earth from Mars, however, was the Mars Global
Surveyor, which launched in Nov. 7th, 1996, and arrived in orbit around the planet on
Sept. 12th, 1997.

Space Images | Bright 'Evening Star' Seen from Mars is
Earth
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/spaceimages/details.php?id=PIA17936
This view of the twilight sky and Martian horizon taken by NASA's Curiosity Mars rover
includes Earth as the brightest point of light in the night sky. Earth is a little left of center
in the image, and our moon is just below Earth. Two annotated versions of this image are
also available in Figures ...

35 weird objects seen on Mars, explained (pictures) -
CNET
https://www.cnet.com/pictures/weird-objects-on-mars-pictures
Aug 04, 2015 · Oh look, a thigh bone on Mars. Mark one up for the funny-bone file.
NASA's Curiosity rover sent a photo back to Earth in 2014 that showed a very odd rock
shaped a bit like a femur bone from a human thigh.
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